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WEBINAR #1 : CHAPTERS 1-3

We submitted two questions from 
our January 19th webinar to Karen 
Beeman and included here are her 
answers.  



QUESTIONS FROM CH. 1-3
 QUES: In our model, units are quite long, often lasting for 6-10 weeks. Students heavy lift in 

one language and then switch the heavy lifting half way through the 6-10 weeks. So, as an 
example, the Spanish classroom might teach formal literacy through earthquakes and plate 
tectonics and then when they switch language classrooms at half day, write, read, and 
continue lifting in the opposite language through more enriched activities. When do you 
think performing the Bridge would work best?"

ANSWER: This is a great question, and it has several answers depending on the 
program’s language and content allocation plan and the biliteracy mapping (grade 
level’s year long plan) done at each grade level. 

The Bridge was developed to ensure transfer and to develop metalinguistic 
awareness. Therefore, in our framework, it comes at the end of the unit. It is not 
meant to be used as part of instruction since doing so would be translation. Our 
idea of the Bridge is also based on the research that bilinguals only need to learn 
things once; they don’t need learn content in both languages in order to become 
bilingual, but they do need to engage in the Bridge and have the opportunity to do 
extension activities in the other language to ensure transfer and to develop 
metalinguistic awareness.

Therefore, one option is to teach the unit in one language and do the Bridge after 
the summative assessment is conducted. This would require that all standards 
attached to the unit be learned in one language, and that after the Bridge, 
extension into the other language would provide students with the opportunity to 
apply and extend the standards in the other language. If this is a 50/50 language 
allocation model, this option may require two different language arts units to 
occur at the same time, (one in English and one in Spanish).

Another option would be to take the essential understandings, or big ideas, of the 
unit and chunk them into sections. The Bridge could occur once each big idea has 
been taught. There are some resources on the BUFs page of our website that 
describe how to write big ideas. There is also a document entitled Biliteracy
Curriculum Development that describes the steps in biliteracy mapping that 
determine when the Bridge can take place.



QUESTIONS FROM CH. 1-3
 QUES: “"Can you suggest good references for teaching the 
phonological, morphological, syntax and grammar, and pragmatic 
differences between English and Spanish or other languages?

ANSWER: The glossary in our book, How Spanish Works (page 155) 
is meant to help with planning the metalinguistic focus of the 
Bridge. It is also a good resource for teams of teachers in a 2 
teacher model where one teacher may not be bilingual. What is 
included in this glossary is meant to provide information about 
how Spanish works so that h/she could also do the Bridge.

We often use the language and foundational skills standards of 
the Bilingual Common Core State Standards developed in San 
Diego, California. This is a really good place as these two particular 
standards address phonology, morphology, syntax/grammar. Kim 
Potowski’s new book on Spanish in the U.S. has some chapters that 
help understand the context for developing metalinguistic 
awareness in the U.S. http://potowski.org/content/espEEUU . The 
book Desarrollo del español para maestros 
en programas bilingües, makes a lot of references and 
comparisons between English and Spanish in its description of how 
Spanish works. It is on our website on the Resources page under 
the heading Resources about Spanish for 
Teachers: http://www.teachingforbiliteracy.com/resources/

http://potowski.org/content/espEEUU
http://www.teachingforbiliteracy.com/resources/


CHAPTER 5

Language Resources, 
Linguistic Creativity and 
Cultural Funds of Knowledge



Foundations of Teaching for Biliteracy
Chapter 5

Key Points page 66
-Bilingual learners develop and use language 
differently than monolingual learners. 

-One of the major characteristics of Spanish 
in the U.S. is its relationship with English.

-Bilingual learners use variations of Spanish 
that come from different Spanish-speaking 
countries.

-Background knowledge is crucial for learning 
and plays a key role in literacy development. 



Key Concepts From Chapter 5

● Importance of Oral Language Development

● Simultaneous vs. Sequential Bilingual Development

● Recognizing and Building on Students’ Oral Language and 

Background Knowledge

linguistic creativity

varieties of Spanish

background knowledge

funds of knowledge



IMPORTANCE OF ORAL LANGUAGE 

DEVELOPMENT

Key passages
Pg. 66-”To ensure success and avoid 
inappropriate assumptions about how 
bilingual students use their languages 
for learning , programs for teaching 
reading and writing must acknowledge 
the fundamental link between oral 
language and literacy.”

Pg. 67 “We consider all of our students  
to be bilingual  because they are 
developing skills in all four language 
domains-listening, speaking, reading and 
writing,-and they are doing so in two 
languages.” 





SIMULTANEOUS VS. SEQUENTIAL 
BILINGUAL DEVELOPMENT

 Simultaneous bilinguals may have one parent of family 
member who interacts with the child in one language and 
another parent of family member who interacts with the 
child in the other language.

 Same stages of development as monolinguals though 
vocabulary knowledge is shared between the two 
languages.

“Da me la ball!”

“rojo, yellow, orange, azul, verde…..”

 Context plays a huge role and vocabulary may reflect that



SEQUENTIAL BILINGUALS

 Sequential bilinguals learn the structure or one language 
before the second language is introduced.

 Most add the second language after age 3 and before 7

 Late bilinguals acquire the second language after age 7 
but before adulthood

 4 stages of development
1. Use home language even when context requires second language
2. Nonverbal period-rarely speaking or use nonverbal means to 

communicate. (developing receptive language)
3. Uses telegraphic or formulaic speech patterns (simple words and 

phrases often repeated from others) 
4. Productive language-experimenting with language and structure 

(forming own thoughts and sentences)



RECOGNIZING AND BUILDING ON 
STUDENTS’ ORAL LANGUAGE AND 
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

Linguistic creativity

Varieties of Spanish

Background knowledge

Funds of knowledge



LINGUISTIC CREATIVITY

 Code Switching- Tag switching, 
intersentential switching, and intra-
sentential switching

 Linguistic borrowing- creating new words 
by borrowing between languages 
(common among younger students) 

 Semantic extension- use of words in one 
language that come from the other 
language but have taken on a new 
meaning. 

 Calque- Linguistic elements copied from 
one language and used in the other



ANALYZING ORAL LANGUAGE

SAMPLE SENTENCES CODE-
SWITCHING

LINGUISTIC 
BORROWING

SEMANTIC 
EXTENSION

CALQUE



ANALYZING ORAL LANGUAGE 
CONTD.

SAMPLE SENTENCES CODE-
SWITCHING

LINGUISTIC 
BORROWING

SEMANTIC 
EXTENSION

CALQUE

“!El esta kickiandome!”



VARIETIES OF SPANISH

 Spanish is a widely diverse language from Spain, Puerto 
Rico, Columbia to ranchos in Oaxaca 

 Teachers should expect diversity rather than standard vs 
non-standard Spanish teaching

 Pg. 72 pp 2-”The positive approach is to incorporate into 
teaching and programs what students bring with them to 
school and to address what they need to be academically 
successful.”



BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

 The closer connected the students background knowledge 
and experience to the curriculum and materials the more 
likely students will make connections between the two 
places and have higher academic achievement.

To learn more tune in March 16 regarding Chapter 6



FUNDS OF KNOWLEDGE





FUNDS OF KNOWLEDGE

 Page 74

1. All people have knowledge that comes from their life 
experiences.

2. Teachers need to learn about their students’ knowledge 
by observing, by asking questions (not assuming they 
have the answers), and by building relationships with 
students and their families.

3. The role of the teacher is to adapt the curriculum and 
materials to incorporate student experiences and 
knowledge



Next Book Study Webinar

Chapter 4 & 6 Planning the 
Strategic Use of Two Languages and 

Building Background Knowledge

Thursday, March 16, 4-5pm
Hosted by Patty Finnegan of OSPI 
Migrant and Bilingual Education



Upcoming Events
● Washington Association for Bilingual Education Annual 

Conference at the Yakima Convention Center, April 20-22, 
2017 
For added information go to www.wabewa.org We also 
encourage you to register as a breakout session presenter 
to share your expertise.

● Washington Association for Bilingual Education Regional 
Professional Development Events, January 21 to March 11. 
For added details go to 
https://ww2.eventrebels.com/er/Registration/StepRegInfo.jsp?
ActivityID=17539&StepNumber=1 . 

● Teaching for Biliteracy Summer Academy in Washington 
State, July 24, 2018
Watch for upcoming details of this 5 day academy led by 
Teaching for Biliteracy

http://www.wabewa.org/
https://ww2.eventrebels.com/er/Registration/StepRegInfo.jsp?ActivityID=17539&StepNumber=1


Thank you for your 
interest and support !

We hope you’ll join us again 

on March 16th from OSPI

Our contact:
Elizabeth LaFever elafever@be.wednet.edu
Or Kelly Parsons kparsons@be.wednet.edu

mailto:elafever@be.wednet.edu
mailto:kparsons@be.wednet.edu

